A SUCCESS STORY:

Cable ONE and Language I/O
Background
Cable ONE is an all-inclusive provider of
cable TV, Internet and phone services.
The company’s mission is to simplify
customers’ lives. Cable ONE services are
available across 19 different states with
each branch putting a strong emphasis
on being a part of its local community.

Challenge
Cable ONE realized recently that it
was completely missing the opportunity to engage with its local, Spanish
speaking communities. It was a huge
opportunity given that 80 percent of
the population in some communities
is primarily Spanish-speaking. Cable
ONE had no means of reaching out to
this market in a personal and positive
way. At least not without spending a lot
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Cloud platform, Cable ONE wanted to
provide that same support site in Spanish to show its customers how much it
valued their business. Through a mutual
contact, the company was introduced to
Language I/O and its solution, Language
I/O Help for Oracle Service Cloud. Instead of having to manually export each
support article for translation and then
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